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There is a lot to think about when it comes to implementing a new

Oracle Cloud environment. From data migration to compatibility

with legacy apps and databases, and much more. If you are thinking

about implementing a modern Oracle PaaS or IaaS service, but are

not sure where to start, Cornerstone Data Solutions is here to help. 

We specialize in both IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) and PaaS

(Platform as a Service) Oracle Cloud implementations. IaaS and PaaS

are revolutionary technologies which allow both small and large

companies to benefit from blazing fast performance, secure and

redundant storage, and flexible, customizable application

deployment – all in the safe, efficient Oracle Cloud. 

Whether you’re a small business looking to upgrade your databases,

or a larger enterprise-size company interested in a comprehensive

data migration and outsourced IT infrastructure, we’re here to help. 

Cornerstone Data

Systems, Inc. 

Your data is your business's

most valuable asset. So give

your databases the care and

attention they deserve while

still minimizing cost, and

reducing the workload of your

IT staff. The numerous benefits

of remote database

administration are all within

reach. 

So don’t get left behind. Get in

touch with Cornerstone today.

 Our consultants can answer

any questions you may have

about our process, and we’d

be happy to discuss a

customized remote DBA

solution for your company

based on your particular

needs, IT infrastructure, and

budget. 

WHY COMPANIES

CHOOSE US?

We provide a personalized

experience 

Thought & strategic

leadership is included for

all our clients

Flexible arrangements

working on-site or remote

Boutique services, so that

you don't pay for services

you don't need

One-on-one support &

training for your staff

We provide you with

expert-level resources with

real world experience 

We Specialize In Oracle IaaS And PaaS Implementation 

Oracle Cloud Implementation 

Our Oracle Cloud Implementation Process  

Each company has different needs – so instead of a “one-size-fits-all”

Oracle Cloud implementation process, we use a unique roadmap

that allows us to develop the perfect solution for your particular

needs. 

Project assessment and road-mapping – We begin by performing

a comprehensive IT assessment of your existing infrastructure and

applications, and developing a thorough roadmap that will

outline each and every project step and deliverable. 

Design and analysis – We will analyze the results from the first

step, and begin designing an Oracle Cloud deployment which will

allow for maximum efficiency, ease-of-use, and ROI. 

Build and testing – We will build and test your Oracle Cloud

implementation, to ensure that it is stable and ready to handle

mission-critical business operations. 

Deployment and administration – Once we are satisfied with our

results, we will deploy your Oracle Cloud installation. We can also

offer administration and training services for your new cloud-

based infrastructure. This makes it easy for your developers and IT

staff to adapt to a new environment 

Contact Us Today – And Get Started!  

If you’re interested in a custom Oracle Cloud implementation, CDSI

is the best choice for you. Our years of experience, unique boutique

consulting business model, and Oracle certification make us the

best choice for businesses and companies of all sizes. Contact us

today to get started. 

By creating a completely customized Oracle Cloud, we can ensure

that your specific needs are addressed and that the benefits of your

new cloud implementation are maximized. 

https://cdsiusa.com/
https://cdsiusa.com/
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